We derive consistent superfield constraints for the linear vector-tensor multiplet with gauged central charge. The central charge transformations and the action turn out to be nonpolynomial in the gauge field.
The N = 2 vector-tensor (VT) multiplet [1] is a combination of an N = 1 vectorand an N = 1 linear multiplet, and as such contains among its components a 1-form and a 2-form gauge field. Since its rediscovery by string theorists [2, 3] , much effort has been made to derive consistent interactions both with itself [4, 5, 6] and with background N = 2 vector multiplets [4, 7, 8, 9] . In [4] the VT multiplet was coupled to an abelian vector multiplet that gauges the central charge of the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra, resulting in an interaction of three gauge fields. Such interactions of higher degree gauge fields have recently been classified by cohomological means (outside the framework of supersymmetry) in [10] . As a particular example an interaction of two 1-forms and a 2-form was studied in [11] which turned out to be nonpolynomial and resembled the bosonic sector of the VT multiplet with gauged central charge.
In the present letter, we show that this model is indeed contained in the linear VT multiplet with gauged central charge, which is derived from a set of constraints on the basic superfield, thus providing the ground for a superspace formulation of the component results of [4] . Here we follow an approach already applied in [5, 6] , where the nonlinear VT multiplet (with global central charge) was formulated in harmonic superspace, namely to determine consistent deformations of the flat superfield constraints.
Our considerations are based on the N = 2 supersymmetry algebra
The real generator δ z is central and commutes with all generators of the supersymmetry algebra,
D a is the gauge covariant derivative
and F ab the abelian field strength of the gauged central charge
The algebra (1) might as well be read as an algebra with a gauged abelian transformation and no central charge. However, the scalar field Z has to have a nonvanishing constant background value as we will see. Z,Z, λ i α and A a are component fields of the vector multiplet which is completed by an auxiliary triplet
iDjZ ,
They are tensor fields and carry no central charge. So they are unchanged by gauged central charge transformations s z with a real gauge parameter C(x) with arbitrary spacetime dependence. Under these transformations the vector field A a is changed by the gradient of the gauge parameter,
To construct invariant actions, we make use of the linear multiplet with gauged central charge as in [12] . One starts from a field
satisfying the constraints
It contains among its components a real vector
From the identity
is invariant under gauged central charge transformations upon integration over spacetime. This action is also N = 2 supersymmetric, as can be checked by explicit calculation. So once we have constructed a multiplet on which the algebra (1) is realized we try to construct a composite field L ij which satisfies (8) and use (10) as the Lagrangian.
For the VT multiplet gauging the central charge is quite involved. This multiplet is obtained from a real scalar field L, which for ungauged central charge satisfies the constraints
Simply replacing the flat derivatives D andD jα leads to inconsistencies that show up at a rather late stage in the process of evaluating the algebra on the multiplet components (see [13] for details). This problem can be avoided, however, by a suitable change of the above constraints. They must preserve the field content as compared to the case of ungauged central charge. A consistent set of constraints for the VT multiplet with gauged central charge is given by
Obviously, this requires the imaginary part of Z to have a nonvanishing background value. For Z = i the constraints reduce to the flat case, eq. (11). Let us show how these constraints were obtained. We considered the following Ansatz, with the coefficients being arbitrary functions of Z andZ,
It is linear in the components of the VT multiplet and hence invariant under a rescaling of L with a constant parameter. The constraints have to satisfy the necessary consistency conditions
which yield a system of differential equations for the coefficient functions. The first condition requires
while the second leads to
If we perform a more general rescaling L = f (Z,Z)L in (13), the coefficients transform asâ
We can choose f such thatâ vanishes, which simplifies the conditions (15) and (16) considerably, and obtain (omitting the hats)
where A has to satisfy the differential equations
Their general (nonvanishing) solution is
The parameters can be removed by a redefinition
which eventually leads to the constraints given in eq. (12) . Of course, the conditions (14) do not guarantee the consistency of these constraints, we now have to carefully evaluate the algebra on each component field. The linearity of the constraints (12) in L and its supersymmetry transformations implies that we will not encounter any self-interactions if L ij is quadratic in L. To find constraints that underlie the nonlinear VT multiplet as described in [4] , one has to start from a more general Ansatz.
We now investigate the consequences of the constraints (12) . The independent components of the multiplet can be chosen as
In addition some abbreviations will prove useful in the following,
R, Λ a and Σ ab vanish in the case of a global central charge, i.e. when Z is reduced to its background value Z = i. From the algebra (1) we obtain the supersymmetry transformations
and the central charge transformations. These contain covariant derivatives which in turn again contain δ z , eq. (3), so the transformations are given only implicitly. One could solve for δ z of the fields, however at this stage it is more advantageous to use the manifestly covariant expressions (here a tilde denotes the dual of a 2-form, i.e.
As in the case of the ordinary VT multiplet, the vector W a and the antisymmetric tensor G ab are subject to some constraints. Their solvability is the final consistency check. Closure of the algebra requires
With the help of the central charge transformations we obtain from these covariant expressions the equations
which identify the brackets as duals of the field strength of a 2-form B ab and a 1-form V a , respectively,
We cannot read off W a and G ab , however, since the equations are coupled. Solving eq. (29) for G ab and inserting this into eq. (28), we find
where we used the abbreviations
The inverse of the matrix (Eδ
which gives
and finally, from eq. (29),
These expressions are nonpolynomial in the gauge field A a due to the appearance of E in the denominator. Although it appears as if they would transform inhomogeneously under the central charge transformation s z , explicit calculation shows that the gradient of the gauge parameter, eq. (6), cancels, so W a and G ab are indeed tensors as assumed from the beginning. It remains to give the transformations of the potentials V a and B ab . As the brackets in (28) and (29) already indicate, the central charge transformations read
while the supersymmetry generators act as
Then the algebra closes up to gauge transformations of the form
when evaluated on the potentials.
Next, we construct a linear multiplet L ij . Given the constraints (12) on L it is easy to find a field with the required properties (note that
Applying the rule (10) we eventually obtain the Lagrangian
where we used the identities (27) to combine terms into a total derivative which was dropped thereafter. To compare with the action found in [11] , we insert the expressions for W a and G ab ,
With L and U set to zero and Z = i, which breaks supersymmetry but keeps central charge invariance, the bosonic Lagrangian indeed coincides with the one given in ref. [11] :
where now H a = 1 2 ε abcd ∂ b B cd and T ab = ∂ a V b − ∂ b V a , and a kinetic term for A a has been added. The second term contains a vertex involving all three gauge fields A a , V a and B ab , which has been identified as a Freedman-Townsend coupling in [10] .
